
Pennsylvania Business Week 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Advisor Response 

GIRARD 
HIGH SCHOOL  

Oct. 3—7, 2022 

       COMMENTS 

      NUMBERS 

HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THE FOLLOWING? VERY EFFECTIVE SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE 

THE COMPANY CONCEPT 92% 8% 0% 

STOCKHOLDERS COMPETITION 100% 0% 0% 

MANAGEMENT SIMULATION COMPETITION 83% 17% 0% 

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING COMPETITION 83% 9% 8% 

TRADE SHOW COMPETITION 73% 27% 0% 

SPEAKERS 92% 8% 0% 

OF ADVISORS RATED 
THEIR EXPERIENCE AS 
EXCELLENT OR GOOD 

Student Response on other side 

100% 100% 
    OF ADVISORS SAID OTHER   

SCHOOLS WOULD BENEFIT 
FROM THIS PROGRAM 

“Having the CFO handle the stockholder’s 
competition helps them take the financial 

decisions seriously. Great opportunity for them  
to experience what a corporate meeting is like.” 

“The student learned 
real life presentation 
skills and acquired 

very useful knowledge 
for future endeavors in 

their lives.” 

“I left this past week thrilled that I was able to make a difference in a student's 
life even if it was just for a week.” 

“The speakers are essential, 
and I think that the students 
process what they said well 
after the action of Business 

Week is over.” “The entire week is rewarding. You see  
tremendous growth in so many students. It is one of 
the more engaging things that occurs in our school.” 

“Had the opportunity to work with an 
excellent group of students! It was 

awesome to see how each of them took 
a unique role, and never argued.” 

“To see high schoolers with passion for what 
they are doing is refreshing.” 

“It was amazing seeing students find each 
other's strengths and weaknesses, and then 
work together as a team in a positive way.” 



Pennsylvania Business Week 

PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Student Response 

GIRARD 
HIGH SCHOOL  

Oct. 3—7, 2022 

       COMMENTS 

      NUMBERS 

HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THE FOLLOWING VERY EFFECTIVE SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE NOT EFFECTIVE 

THE COMPANY CONCEPT 72% 26% 2% 

STOCKHOLDERS COMPETITION 61% 37% 2% 

MANAGEMENT SIMULATION COMPETITION 65% 31% 4% 

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING COMPETITION 66% 22% 2% 

TRADE SHOW COMPETITION 57% 39% 4% 

BUSINESS ADVISORS 78% 20% 2% 

SPEAKERS 49% 44% 7% 

Advisor Response on other side 

OF STUDENTS  
RATED THEIR EXPERIENCE  

AS EXCELLENT OR GOOD 

OF STUDENTS SAID THEY ARE NOW 
MORE AWARE OF AVAILABLE LOCAL 

CAREERS 

OF STUDENTS SAID THEY NOW 
HAVE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY 

OF STUDENTS SAID THAT PBW  
INFLUENCED THEIR THOUGHTS ON 
FURTHER EDUCATION 

84% 93% 

67% 82% 

“I loved being able to build and grow a successful 
company with a bunch of new people. I enjoyed being 
CEO and giving input in all the departments to make 

the best possible company/product.” 

“I learned that anyone can have leadership qualities and be an entrepreneur. I learned 
how anyone can step up and become a leader and influence and team. All of the speakers 
were amazing and taught us how to be a good CEO, worker, person, and so much more.” 

“This was the most fun I have had in school 
in a long time.” 

“I am extremely thankful that I 
had the opportunity to 

experience Business Week.” 

“I had a great time working with 
everyone in my group and working 
against the others. I loved the break 

from normal book work to apply 
myself and be creative.” 

“I learned how to run a business, 
how to be professional, 

And how to dress for success.” 

“Simply, it was a great experience. As someone who is in the air about what I 
want to pursue post-education, this insight into business has put something else 

on the table for me to consider. I may go into business, but I may not; either 
way, the skills I learned this week will help me regardless.” 


